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 Introduction

Rereading Libya is a research project that seeks to explore the critical role of 
politics in the libyan social fabric from a philosophical perspective through-
out history and the different times that the country had gone through  , start-
ing from the Imam Elsunusi time until the present day , some statements were 
written by the leaders , some heard in the street and some felt by experi-
ence , the aim is to capture the changes that shaped what we know as the 
libyan space today .

The method used in the graphical work is Architecturelessness , which is a 
philosophy that sarri invented to De-construct certain topics and break the
architecture of it to discover what lies beyond and inbetween , and this 
comes from the theory that everything in the universe has got an architec-
ture of its own and solid architecture sometimes blinds us from seeing the 
truths in the details .   



Part 1 : from text to space
Transformative landscapes



The Sunusi zawia strategy Libya 17th century

Imam Mohammed Ben Ali Elsunusi is the founder of muslim Libya and the 
one who first sowed the seeds of civilization in its lands , he was a sufi scholar 
who’s philosophy touched and influenced every part in africa .

The zawia strategy is based on the idea that islam should be multi-dimension-
al and it should be embracing : intellect , science , spirituality , politics , wor-
ship and hardwork “ handcrafts , agriculture etc “

His powerful approach was creating the zawia “ corner “ as a place for 
practicing all the qualities mentioned above :  intellect , science and so on , 
and by creating a network of zawias all over Libya and Africa to have a rela-
tionship of connection and unity , contrary to what Libya is in the present day 

Sunusi principle : The reformation movements need to be political and intel-
lectual at the same time, while reforming of one side without the other is a 
lack in the movement, Islam is a religion and a state, worship and work .

The graphical work in the next page is a personal reflection on the zawia
philosophy and strategy , which depicts the main 4 zawias in Libya in : Bayda 
city first , then , Jaghbub , ghadames and Kufra

Source : http://3.bp.blogspot.com

= Potential 



Libya 17th century

= Potential 



Colony vs scaffold

The liberal state is a mask that has no face behind it, it is a scaffold that has 
no building behind it.   Benito Mussolini

The collage expresses my philosophy of liberal and colonial architecture ,
the scaffold or “ Sgala” is to me the highest forms of freedom , because 
its in the hands of people and everyone can use it , it’s free architecture , 
while on the other hand we have the solid architecture of the invaders , bru-
tal , ugly and parasatic .

The next piece is a reinterpretation of a speech that Mussolini gave , para-
phrased : I have only three options for you Libyans , 2 meters underground 
“ Grave “ , 1 meter above the ground “ hanging execution “ and a boat to 
italy for prison . 

And the quote : 

Libya 1911





Libya  1951Melody of coexistence

From the Libyan constitution :

Article 11 :  in the law Libyans are equal and in having civil and political rights 
and equal opportunities and their public duties and costs, without distinction 
in religion, sect, language, wealth, descent, political or social opinions.

Article 21 :  freedom of belief is absolute and the country respects all reli-
gions and sects and guarantees to Libyans and foreigners living in Its land the 
freedom of belief and practicing the rituals of religions, as long as it does not 
violate public order and does not contradict morals .

Article 34 :  Labor is one of the essential elements of economic life and is 
concerned with the protection of the state and the right of all Libyans. Every-
one who works has the right to a fair wage .

The collage evokes the spirit of the day in the Libyan kingdom times
where freedom has its real meaning and influence , it’s believed that it was 
the golden age of the Libyan civilzation . King Edrees Elsunusi resurrected
Imam elsunisi’s philosophy and teachings very wisely and adapted them 
to the contemporary then Libya , and it guaranteed most  importantly 
women’s comfort and rights and freedom of thought 





Institutionalized cages Libya  1969

Gaddafi : no independence for a nation that eats from beyond the sea .

Demagogia:  a strategy to convince others based on their fears and preju-
dices.

َغْوغائيّة

 ِسياسة تَتملَّق الجامهري الْسِتغالل َمشاِعرها وكَْسب

ِودِّها وإثارتها

  
لطة بيد الجامهري حالة سياسيَّة تكون فيها السُّ )(

The collage is based on a question ! if Demagogia is the philosophy that 
gaddafi used to convince Libyans that they do have power : السلطة بيد الشعب

was it really Libyans that wanted to be caged ? wanted to hide in fear be-
hind the fences ? ASKED FOR FENCES TO CAGE THEM BEHIND AND ALLOWED 
GADDAFI TO FEED THEM WITH MEANINGLESSNESS ? ON GOLDEN FREE LANDS ?
AND COLORFUL DEHUMANIZATION ?



)



Absolute chaos or courage Libya  2011

الذي بيته من زجاج ال يرمي الناس بالحجارة

Gadfdafi : He whos house is made of glass doesn’t throw stones at people .

Libyans : We have foundations made of glass and yet we will still throw stones 
at you ! 





the collage expresses my understanding of the Libyan revolution impacts 
and how it shaped the Libyan space today . It’s an explosion of a nation that 
forgot what it means to desire, for more than 42 years . To desire is to hope to 
satisfy one’s own pleasures , and pleasures could be either good or bad , an-
gelic or evil , and that’s how the revolution affected the Libyan street ! It start-
ed to devour technology with lust and greed , weapon has become a culture 
! not only to defend oneself , but to steal and kill another , to sell and buy and 
make an economy of it .

Post revolution and pleasure Libya 2013





Part 2 : The present space





“ It will be like Dubai “ a saying that used to be heard a lot in the Libyan 
street right after the fall of gaddafi , AND IT TURNED OUT THAT  WE HAVE HAD 
OUR OWN DUBAI BUILT FASTER THAN DUBAI EVER DREAMT OF BUILDING ITSELF  .

The Libyan dream Libya today

حتقعد زي ديب





Kusksu school of war for girls





Critical nostalgia





Part 3 : The Libyan Avantgarde 
A new philosophy

The idea of THE LIBYAN AVANTGARDE is an approach to see all these wars 
and suffereing as part of Libyans ! Revolutionary souls , it’s the identity of 
resistence and hot bloodedness ! NOT ACCEPTING TO SURRENDER .





THE LIBYAN AVANTGARDE NEVER REGRETS 
REVOLUTION

THE LIBYAN AVANTGARDE IS AN ARTIST IN THE 
FRONT LINE TO RESIST THE ENEMY

THE LIBYAN AVANTGARDE SEES DECAY AND 
LIVES      WITH         IT .........

THE LIBYAN AVANTGARDE SEEKS RADICAL 
CHANGE AND UNCONVENTIONAL SOLUTIONS
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